The proposition is herewith submitted that znore often than not in native North America the land-owning and sovereign polit ical society was not what we usually call "the tribe," but sznaller units.
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Ethnohistory
The term "nations," which in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries was the more usual for what we now call tribes, was therefore really much more appropriate. The word tribe came to be used increasingly after we had a Federal government through which our relations with Indians were channeled. We recognized a French nation but a Shawnee or Cheyenne tribe. Indians were distinguished according as they lived in ·tribal condition'" or in settled or "civilized condition.-It was White contact, pressure, edicts, or achninistration that converted most American Indian nations or nationalities into -tribes, -that is to say, ·tribal status. It It was we Caucasians who again and again rolled a number of related obscure bands or minute villages into the larger package of a "tribe, -which we then putatively endowed with sovereign power and territorial own ership which the native nationality had mostly never even claimed.
It was infinitely more convenient and practicable for us to deah with representatives of one large group than with those of ten, twenty, or thirty tiny and shifting ones whose very names and pre cise habitat often were not known. This was equally so whether treaties were being negotiated for trade, traverse, settlement or resettlement, land cession, peace, subsidy or rationing, adminis tration on a reservation, or abrogating and opening up a reserva tion. Generally we treated the nationality-"tribes'" as if they were sovereign state-tribes, and by sheer pressure of greater strength forced the Indians to submit to our classification of them.
There were two exceptions. There were some tribes which probably constituted true unitary political bodies in their own estimation and practice. Such were the Kiowa, the Comanche, the Crow, the Sarcee, all of which lived isolated in speech and culture among their neighbors and therefore had probably solid ified into a political coherence well above the usual.
Most such seeming true tribes, that is political or state-tribes, appear to have consisted of not above about 3,000 members. This figure holds also for the famous five-tribe league _ the "Five Na tions· -that constituted the Iroquois. U the population increased Land-Holding Group 305 to the neighborhood of 5.000. most tribes -even nationality tribes -seem to have broken apart from sheer weight of nuxnbers: the Dakota for instance; or the Blackfeet. who became Blood. Piegan.
and Blackfeet proper; though even these were each constituted of a series of bands.
How small a nationality-tribe might be was an incident of its historic fortunes and misfortunes. But once it fell much below a population of 1.000. especially if it shrank to around half that. its prospects became increasingly precarious and sooner or later there would likely be advantages in attaching itself to a larger group. In this it might or might not ultimately be absorbed.
This lower-limit of the nationatity-tribe appears to have been the upper limit of the band or village. whose size would not often much exceed SOO. and which before it reached 1.000 souls would mostly have split or budded off. These figures of course are em pirically derived. They reflect the usage of history. not any ab stract principle.
The term "band" carries some connotation of roaming. and is generally applied where subsistence was through hunting or wild food gathering. "Village" tends to imply more permanent or repeated residence of a group. due either to farmed fields or a superior location for fishing. Of course "village" has also been much without reference to social units. as a mere synonynl of "settlement." In the Southeast. the bands or villages came to be spoken of as "towns" -not inappropriately. since they normally were permanent for years. but often stretched strung along a trail or stream for several miles with their farm fields interspersed or adjacent. These Southeastern towns were politically independ ent; each owned a territory; they sometimes fought. but more often competed in ceremonialized games. 
II
III
In California, the usual designations for Indian groups refer to speech and are therefore really names of nationalities. These nationalities ran from 1,000 or less to 15,000 or 20,000 in popula tion size, averaging perhaps 7,000 to 8,000. The political units, those that possessed autonomy and territory, averaged much smaller; around 250-300 for the -tribelet,· normally under 100 for the -lineage.· There were other forms of political organiza tion, including a very few true political tribes; but tribelet and lineage were dominant, and will now be discussed.
The tribelet was first called the "village community· in the ethnological literature, to distinguish it from the village as a mere physical settlement; and its size was underestimated at only around 100 members. Later, I deliberately coined the name tribelet to designate it as a sovereign though miniature poll tical unit, which was land-owning and maintained its frontiers against unauthorized trespass. The population size might run as low as 100, or as high as 500-600. At the average of 250-300, there would have been a full 500 tribelets in the later American state of California; which there were not, because the tribelet type of organization obtained in only part of the State's area. It is how ever evident why government agents and administrators, whether Spanish, Mexican, or American, did not ordinarily try to deal with this multitude of tiny independent and random-purposed units, but swept them together into convenient geographical or ethnic assemblages.
There was regularly in each tribelet a main and more or less permanent village. This might contain a tribelet's whole popula tion, or there might be additional transient or seasonal settle ments, or continuously inhabited ones of hamlet or suburb type.
The area owned tended to vary inversely to its fertility in wild food. A few sample cases follow, where data or memory of abo riginal conditions happen to have been best preserved. Mexico. This organization, so anomalous in the area, was accom panied and probably conditioned by the facts that alone in Califor nia these tribes farmed and that they waged war gratuitously, for glory. However, it is possible that even these tribes were con glomerations of earlier tribelets. In the 1850's the Mohave num bered around 2,500 to 3,000 and recognized six chiefs, each with authority in an areal tract. In extent and population, as well as in recognizing a leader, these ·sub-units" remained near-equiva lents of tribelets. It is impossible fully to examine continental conditions in the present compass. There were tribes that fitted our conventional image of the tribe: in the Plains, perhaps also in the East; there were more groups that did not fit it. The ethnic nationality is sure, as having been usual in most of the United States and Canada.
So is the band-village-community-tribelet group. -The tribe· is a minority phenomenon. It might yet prove to be wholly a phenom enon of Caucasian contact, construal, pressure, or administrative convenience. This is at least a problem to be kept in mind.
The Southwestern pueblo is on the one hand a tiny city, on the other a sort of theocratic tribe. Yet how many pueblos had a population of under SOO, how many of more -anciently and now?
In the first event they were of tribelet size, in the latter like tribes. Six to eight Hopi towns, before their fissions, with 2,200 souls in them, were surely in the tribelet range. Zuni, with 1,600 when I knew it and perhaps 2,500 now, is the full equivalent of a tribe; but Zuni is the Spanish consolidation of the seven -cities· 313 Land-Holding Group of Cibola, and has been further held together by an indivisible Spanish land grant to the community and a fairly generous Amer ican reservation.
High cultural Mexico was a region of nationalities, some numbe ring in the hundreds of thousands of population; and, within these, it wa5 also a region of city-states, in the strictest sense of that term. Except beyond the peripheries, and possibly here and there in minute mountainous enclaves, it can be doubted whether central and southern Mexico held anything that was genu inelya -tribe.-
VI
The total drift is this. The more we review aboriginal Amer ica, the less certain does any consistently recurring phenomenon become that matches with our usual conventional concept of tribe; and the more largely does this concept appear to be a White man's creation of convenience for talking about Indians, negotiating with them, administering them -and finally impressed upon their own thinking by our sheer weight. It cannot yet be fairly affirmed that the current cQncept of tribe is wholly that. But it certainly is that in great part; and the time may have come to examine whether it is not overWhelmingly such a construct. The larger nationalities, ethnic but non-political, are sure. So are smaller units, whether they be called villages, bands, towns, tribelets, lineages, or some thing else -and they no doubt varied regionally in kind and in function. On the whole, it was these smaller communities that were independent, sovereign, and held and used a territory. The tribe is the least defined and the least certain in the chain of na tive socio-political units.
How does this interpretation affect the pending Indian land claim cases?
On a narrow technical construal, it might affect tl;1em adverse ly, because the claims have largely been presented in the frame of a -tribal" presupposition. Least of all does it seem equitable, where tribes appear to have been non~xistent, to penalize the Indian at this late date for having had a construct of our convenience and imagination imposed and impressed on him until he perforce accepted it in his dealings with us.
